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ABSTRACT

The advent of dispersion-engineered and highly nonlinear nanophotonics is expected to open up an all-optical
path towards the strong-interaction regime of quantum optics by combining high transverse field confinement
with ultra-short-pulse operation. Obtaining a full understanding of photon dynamics in such broadband devices,
however, poses major challenges in the modeling and simulation of multimode non-Gaussian quantum physics,
highlighting the need for sophisticated reduced models that facilitate efficient numerical study while providing
useful physical insight. In this manuscript, we review our recent efforts in modeling broadband optical systems at
varying levels of abstraction and generality, ranging from multimode extensions of quantum input-output theory
for sync-pumped oscillators to the development of numerical methods based on a field-theoretic description of
nonlinear waveguides. We expect our work not only to guide ongoing theoretical and experimental efforts towards
next-generation quantum devices but also to uncover essential physics of broadband quantum photonics.

Keywords: broadband quantum optics, nanophotonics, optical parametric oscillators, parametric downconver-
sion, matrix product states

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the major obstacles to achieving quantum engineering and information processing of light on all-photonic
platforms is the difficulty of realizing strong coherent nonlinearities in optical materials. The high bandwidth,
low power, and room-temperature operability of laser-based coherent optical devices have made such systems
ubiquitous in the fields of communications,1 advanced/enhanced sensing,2,3 and precision metrology.4 But in
order to bring all-optical platforms into the domain of quantum-scale engineering currently occupied by more
specialized hardware such as superconducting circuits,5,6 it is necessary, for example, for the presence of only a
few photons in one optical channel to condition or trigger a coherent manipulation of photons in a neighboring
optical channel.7,8 Previous generations of proof-of-concept experiments using continuous-wave light interacting
strongly with atomic nonlinearities have shown unequivocally that quantum-scale engineering is possible in
principle when the rate of nonlinear interactions g and the typical decoherence rate κ of the system enter the
regime of strong coupling where the figure of merit such as g/κ ∼ 1.8–10 In the absence of strong coupling, access
to non-classical physics in optical hardware is limited to schemes based on, e.g., measurement and feedback, which
result in stochastic operation.11–14 Thus, an important direction for next-generation quantum-optical research
is the translation of these quantum capabilities into all-photonic hardware which can access the quantum nature
of light while also being amenable to technological scaling, e.g., via chip integration. To that end, one of the
most promising ways of tackling this problem is to step away from the continuous-wave paradigm of traditional
quantum optics and instead leverage the rich phenomenology and features inherent in multimode and broadband
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optical fields which have recently become experimentally accessible due to advances in the field of ultrafast
optics.15

Ultrafast light sources in the form of mode-locked pulsed lasers and optical frequency combs have become a
major driving force behind recent advances in precision coherent optical techniques, such as frequency4 and dis-
tance16 metrology, dual-comb spectroscopy,3 mid-IR tunable light generation,17 and efficient nonlinear optics.18

The phase-coherent excitation of light across many THz of bandwidth constitutes, in the time domain, a pulsed
output featuring extremely high peak power, and the concentration of electric field density into ultrashort, often
femtosecond-scale, pulses can greatly enhance the nonlinear response of a material which would otherwise only
weakly interact with a continuous-wave laser beam. Using nonlinear optical processes such as three-wave mixing
in χ(2) crystals like periodically-poled lithium niobate, it is possible to manipulate information stored within
the state of the multimode pulses,19 and the significant enhancement in nonlinearity afforded by the high peak
power opens the possibility of pushing this control into the few-photon regime where quantum effects become
important. Notably, the last few years have witnessed significant progress in the fabrication of ultra-low loss and
highly nonlinear nanophotonic platforms,20,21 where g/κ ∼ 0.01 has already been achieved in continuous-wave
systems.22 The fact that some of these very same systems can additionally support ultra-short pulse operation
via advanced dispersion engineering,23 then, gives significant weight to the potential of coherently generating
and manipulating non-Gaussian states of light in these platforms within the near future.24

To fully leverage the technological capabilities of current and future quantum optical devices, however, we
need to overcome major theoretical and modeling difficulties. In the strongly interacting regime of broadband
optics, both the multimode and the “discrete” nature of photons have to be properly captured, rendering näıve
quantum models prohibitively expensive numerically. These challenges underscore the importance of developing
sophisticated reduced models that are capable of enabling numerical simulations and/or providing conceptual
insight into the essential features of the dynamics. Emergent multimode quantum phenomena revealed through
the lens of such reduced models can propose unique opportunities for applications while also identifying key
non-classical figures of merit to serve as concrete guideposts for future experimental efforts. In this manuscript,
we introduce and review our recent progress in tackling these unique challenges in broadband quantum optics.

2. MULTIMODE EXTENSIONS OF QUANTUM INPUT-OUTPUT THEORY:
SYNC-PUMPED PARAMETRIC OSCILLATORS

One of the most successful modeling frameworks for quantum systems to date has been the input-output for-
malism of traditional quantum optics:25,26 a carefully delimited “system”—described by a relatively simple
Hamiltonian—interacts with an external “reservoir”. For such “open-dissipative systems”, input-output theory
makes a key simplifying assumption that the reservoir, despite in many cases being a multimode and infinite-
dimensional quantum field, is only ever weakly excited by the system, so its effect on the system dynamics can be
assumed Markovian, allowing the use of a master equation with simple, phenomenological Lindblad terms. While
the input-output formalism has been very effective at describing discrete, nearly-closed quantum systems like
single-mode anharmonic oscillators and few-atom cavity quantum electrodynamics,10,27,28 it is not immediately
clear that this framework would continue to scale well when we move away from single-mode physics and into
the realm of ultrafast quantum optics, where the systems are (i) highly multimode in frequency/time, and (ii)
not naturally compatible with a system-bath description in the same way as cavities (consider, e.g., a “system”
consisting of a pulse in a waveguide where the boundary conditions are technically at infinity).

Nevertheless, cavity-based ultrafast optics can be experimentally relevant, such as in the form of synchronously-
pumped oscillators, where, in addition to the usual cavity resonance condition, we impose an additional timing
constraint that the cavity roundtrip time is synchronized to the repetition of a pump laser. Such oscillators are
especially useful as nonlinear optical devices since the pulsed nature of the intracavity field provides an instan-
taneous enhancement of the peak intensity on top of the usual recycling enhancement of the cavity that results
in longer effective interaction lengths.18 An archetype of this architecture is the synchronously-pumped optical
parametric oscillator (SPOPO), which produces parametric gain and oscillation at much lower threshold power
(and thus lower thermal loading) than their continuous-wave counterparts, and the broadband, ultrafast light
produced by SPOPOs have a number of classical applications.17,29–31 In the quantum domain, the squeezing
properties of SPOPOs19,32,33 were explored in a series of detailed studies,34–36 where it was found that the
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interplay between the spectrum of the pump and the dispersion of the signal pulses in the SPOPO can produce
rich structure in the highly-multimode entangled state of the SPOPO below threshold.

The mathematical technique used in this prior work34,35 which enabled analysis of the interactions among
tens-of-thousands of frequency modes was the use of spectral supermodes. By rewriting the quantum input-output
theory of the multimode SPOPO in a supermode form, the resulting Hamiltonian of the intracavity quantum
state could be truncated to a lower-dimensional representation (involving, e.g., only a few Hermite-Gaussian
spectral supermodes). Building off this technique, one of our aims was to test how far a supermode-based input-
output theory can take us towards a general treatment of, and simulation methods for, broadband quantum
optics. In our work,37 we extended the below-threshold study of the SPOPO to include the construction of
nonlinear Lindblad operators, which allowed us to continue using traditional input-output theory to study the
SPOPO in the above-threshold regime. This approach fits easily into the established framework of quantum-
optical master equations, where these novel nonlinear Lindblad terms are responsible for capturing the effects of
nonlinear gain saturation and pump depletion which become important above threshold. We found that when
the nonlinearity is large compared to the system out-coupling rate, the squeezing spectrum predicted by the
below-threshold theory35 becomes distorted due to gain saturation at and beyond threshold. Even deeper in the
quantum regime of SPOPOs, these nonlinear effects, which may also be thought of as broadband two-photon
loss from the perspective of the intracavity signal state, can even produce multimode Schrödinger cat states,38

clearly indicating the potential for non-Gaussian physics in SPOPOs pushed into the quantum regime.

For those familiar with the physics of continuous-wave parametric oscillators, these findings perhaps come
as no surprise, but we believe it is important to emphasize the intrinsic and inseparable effects that multimode
physics imposes on these systems: for example, as expected, the multimode cat states populate different low-order
supermodes, but one key effect of the broadband two-photon loss is to entangle these supermodes, making the
preparation of a pulsed “single-mode” Schrödinger cat state a nontrivial problem in dispersion and dissipation
engineering.39,40 Such multimode phenomena are particularly important to understand because the enhanced
nonlinearities afforded by ultrafast SPOPOs make them prime candidates for quantum-limited all-photonic in-
formation processing, provided multimode effects can be sufficiently controlled. Using the phenomenology of
our nonlinear SPOPO quantum model, we have recently formulated concrete design principles and experimental
parameters required to reach a quasi-single-mode strong-coupling regime with nanophotonic SPOPOs on lithium
niobate, and we will be reporting those results in our final version of this work to be published shortly.

3. CONTINUUM LIMIT OF BROADBAND NONLINEAR QUANTUM OPTICS:
FEW-PHOTON PARAMETRIC DOWNCONVERSION AND FANO PHYSICS

While the example of the SPOPO discussed in Sec. 2 both establishes the potential for ultrafast enhancement
of quantum optical nonlinearities and highlights the subtleties caused by the multimode nature of broadband
interactions, the input-output formalism27,28 itself has limitations that are especially conspicuous when dealing
with pulsed systems. By construction, input-output theory, even in the multimode setting, abstracts the intra-
cavity dynamics into localized interactions among system modes, resulting in continuous-time dynamics per the
governing Lindblad master equation. As a result, as discussed in that work,37 the discrete, pulsed nature of the
physics is averaged out so that we only have access to system dynamics on the timescale of the cavity lifetime,
which in turn needs to be larger than the roundtrip timescale. Thus, low-finesse cavities—or, indeed, waveguides
with no cavity boundary conditions at all—which feature high single-pass nonlinearity, pump-depletion, and/or
loss may not be well-described by traditional input-output theory. To accurately model such systems, we need to
consider the propagation and interaction of quantum fields in continuous frequency and space without reducing
to a set of slowly-varying amplitudes of isolated optical (longitudinal) modes.

It turns out this field-theoretic formulation of quantum optics has already been established for the study
of numerous specific phenomena such as broadband Kerr squeezing and photon bound states.41–43 Our work
in this domain of quantum optics has been strongly inspired by these continuum-limit fundamental models,
whereas our central objective is to build up, from these fundamental models, an “abstraction stack” of numer-
ical and modeling methodologies at varying levels of generality. As an initial foray, we discuss in this section
our recent work on studying few-photon parametric downconversion in highly nonlinear waveguides,44 where we
find a striking analogy between these strongly-interacting few-photon dynamics and the physics of Fano-type
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discrete-continuum interactions.45,46 By exploiting this analogy, we not only derive complete analytic expres-
sions for system eigenstates under this subspace of the continuum Hamiltonian, but we also discover and can
intuitively explain various exotic quantum features such as complete pump depletion and Rabi-like oscillations
with subpolynomial decay.
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Figure 1. (A) Illustration of weakly pumped broadband PDC where a discrete pump state with momentum |k3〉 is coupled
via a χ(2) nonlinear interaction to a continuum of signal states |k1, k2〉 with k1 + k2 = k3. The energy of signal states
depends quadratically on the momentum degeneracy |k1− k2| due to quadratic energy dispersion, forming a semi-infinite
energy band. The phase mismatch ξ determines the energy of the pump measured from the bottom of the signal continuum.
(B) In an atomic autonization, a discrete excited state |e〉 is coupled to a continuum of ionized states |φ(E)〉, which results
in atomic ionization via a unitary process. (C) Time evolution of the pump photon population Nb(τ) for broadband
single-pump-photon PDC with various phase mismatch ξ. Here, ξf ≈ 1.90 is a special value of the phase mismatch leading
to complete pump depletion N(τf) = 0 at finite time τf ≈ 1.32.

As illustrated in Fig. 1(A), parametric downconversion (PDC)47–50 is a process in which a pump photon with
momentum k3 downconverts to a pair of signal photons with momentum k1 and k2 such that the total momentum
is conserved k3 = k1 + k2. Here, because the signal photon pair has an additional continuous degree of freedom
in partitioning k3, PDC can be viewed as an interaction between a discrete state |k3〉 and a continuum of states
|k1, k2〉. Such discrete-continuum interactions were identified by Ugo Fano in his seminal paper45 to describe
the physics of atomic autoionization, a process whereby an atom ionizes through a unitary process due to the
coupling between a discrete excited state and a continuum of ionized states, as shown in Fig. 1(B). In fact, for
the case of weakly pumped PDC, the analogy becomes exact at the level of the mathematical structure of the
Hamiltonian, a one-to-one correspondence which allows us to analytically write down the full state evolution of
the system using Fano’s theory.45 For example, the pump photon population Nb(τ) at time τ is explicitly

Nb(τ) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
(

1 +
π

4λ
3/2
M

)−1
+

∫ ∞
0

dλ
2
√
λe−i(λ+λM)τ

4λ(λ− ξ) + π2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

, (1)

where −λM is the energy of the “optical meson”, a photon bound state supported by parametric interactions.51

Here, ξ represents a normalized phase mismatch between signal and pump and corresponds to the energy of
the discrete pump state measured from the bottom of the signal continuum as shown in Fig. 1(A). Notably, ξ
critically determines the nature of the discrete-continuum coupling and thus the qualitative properties of PDC
dynamics. When ξ > 0, the energy of the discrete pump state lies within the energy band of the signal continuum,
rendering the nature of discrete-continuum interaction “dissipative” (i.e., energetically on-resonance). In fact,

in the limit ξ → ∞, the pump photon population exhibits an monotonic exponential decay Nb(τ) ≈ e−πτ/
√
ξ,

resulting in unit-efficiency PDC or complete pump depletion. Physically this is because the downconverted
signal photons disperse quickly in space suppressing backconversion, and such decay-like dynamics can be seen
as a photonic analog of atomic autoionization. On the other hand, for ξ < 0, the pump energy lies outside the
energy band of the signal continuum, resulting in “dispersive” (i.e., energetically off-resonance) coupling. In the
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limit ξ → −∞, Nb(τ) exhibits a Rabi-like oscillation with sub-polynomial decay ∼ 1/
√
τ , and due to the rapid

initial decrease of oscillation amplitude, it turns out the dynamics do not converge to the conventional sinusoidal
oscillation of single-mode PDC52,53 in any limit, highlighting the intrinsically multimode nature of broadband
parametric interactions. In Fig. 1(C), we show analytic trajectories of Nb(τ) which highlight the critical role
the phase-mismatch ξ plays in determining quantum PDC dynamics. For finite ξ, the pump photon number
takes a finite positive value even in the limit of infinite interaction time, i.e., limτ→∞Nb(τ) > 0; such quantum
limitations to the PDC efficiency are attributed to the presence of photon bound states in a broadband medium.

These findings echo the well-known fact that phase-mismatch is a critical parameter in nonlinear optics, but
with the somewhat surprising conclusion that unit-efficiency PDC occurs in the limit of large phase mismatch,
contrary to conventional physical intuition that such interactions are most efficient at resonance. Furthermore,
the Fano analogy is surprisingly general and can provide intuition about physics on a “system” level as well:44 for
a pair of coupled nonlinear waveguides, Fano interferences among multiple discrete-continuum interactions can
lead to characteristic Fano lineshapes and the formation of a bound state in the continuum.54 Finally, although
the phenomenology of broadband few-photon PDC is not intrinsically a pulsed effect—that is to say, the Fano-
type physics are not fundamentally different for pulsed vs. continuous-wave inputs44—such exotic dynamics only
arise by virtue of the highly multimode/broadband nature of the signal field in this continuum limit.

4. FULL QUANTUM SIMULATION WITH MATRIX PRODUCT STATES:
GENERAL PULSE PROPAGATION IN 1D NONLINEAR WAVEGUIDES

The model reductions employed for the work reviewed in Sec. 2 and Sec. 3 provided useful physical insight into a
variety of basic broadband nonlinear phenomena. On the numerical simulation end, however, it is useful to also
develop general out-of-the-box techniques that can be deployed to perform full quantum simulations for entire
classes of nonlinear broadband devices. Of course, full quantum simulation of highly multimode, fully entangled
states is in general prohibitively (i.e., exponentially) expensive,55–58 but the complexity of quantum simulations
generically arises from three different sources: (i) having a large number of modes, (ii) quantum non-Gaussianity,
and (iii) strong long-range entanglement. Without (i) a full numerical diagonalization of the low-dimensional
system Hamiltonian is feasible. Without (ii),59 second-order correlations suffice to completely characterize the
quantum state,60,61 and as a result, the system is also computationally tractable. While both of these cases
have been extensively explored in quantum optics research,8,38,62 we immediately see that quantum dynamics
in a generic broadband nonlinear waveguide simultaneously violates both of these two conditions. Crucially,
however, there is another corner to this cube: the fact that the interactions in a 1D waveguide are local implies
that condition (iii) does not necessarily hold.

In our recent work,66 we presented a numerical method that exploits this lack of complex entanglement in 1D
waveguides by adapting a powerful concept in many-body physics, the matrix product state (MPS) formalism.64

It is heuristically known that the amount of entanglement in a 1D quantum system is generically limited and
local,67 and in such cases, the MPS representation efficiently describes the quantum state as a product of low-
rank tensors. In the context of many-body physics, the use of MPS has led to the huge success of density matrix
renormalization group (DMRG) in studying low-energy states of 1D systems, but Vidal in his seminal paper65

showed that it is also possible to directly evolve an MPS in time under the system Hamiltonian by decomposing
the Hamiltonian into two-body interactions, each of which can be easily applied to an MPS. Recently, these
MPS-based approaches have made their way into the realm of optics as well, where they have helped uncover
rich quantum dynamics in optical systems.68–70

However, the origin of the MPS framework in many-body physics means that such formalisms focus on the
“particle” aspects of the field71,72 as encoded by quantities such as n-particle correlation functions. On the
other hand, in the context of pulsed wave optics, it is often more natural to think of optical fields as “oscillator
modes” and represent the system dynamics in a temporal/frequency supermode basis,39,73 as is commonly done
for continuous-variable quantum systems.61 To make information about nonlocal pulse supermodes accessible,
we develop a “demultiplexing” algorithm to manipulate nonlocal information in an MPS.66 In our scheme, as
shown in Fig. 2(C), cascaded applications of one-mode and two-mode operations re-encode information about
supermodes, originally distributed across the entire system, into localized bins from which that information
can be efficiently extracted. Combining this demultiplexing algorithm with MPS-based dynamical simulation,
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Figure 2. (A) An illustration of the different facets which contribute to the complexity of simulating continuous-variable
quantum systems. Representative states/systems38,62–64 belonging to each corner of the cube (marked by circles) are
shown. (B) Quantum pulse propagation through a nonlinear medium is modeled as interacting quantum fields on dis-
cretized spatial bins. (C) Cascaded applications of beamsplitter (BS) and phase-shifter (PS) operations on an MPS can
demultiplex nonlocal supermodes into local spatial bins. (D) Time evolution of the photon density distribution of a
coherent-state Kerr soliton in a χ(3) nonlinear waveguide. (E) Dynamics of the Wigner function of the solitonic mode.
Simulations for (D) and (E) were performed using time-evolving block decimation based on MPS.65

we can construct a full numerical picture for the non-classical phase-space dynamics.74,75 These techniques
can, in principle, be applied to any 1D nonlinear photonic system and can also readily account for effects of
decoherence induced by optical loss via, e.g., quantum trajectory theory.76 Thus, the approach enables not only
characterization of realistic experimental devices but also an exploration of rich physics arising fundamentally
from dissipation.77,78

Using this framework, we studied the quantum propagation of a Kerr soliton in a 1D χ(3) waveguide, which has
been extensively studied in the classical regime,79,80 while certain quantum-induced features such as waveform
dispersion,81 soliton evaporation,82 and squeezing83,84 are known to arise in the highly nonlinear regime. In
Fig. 2(D), we show how the pulse waveform of the Kerr soliton evolves in time. In the few-photon quantum regime,
we find that, contrary to its classical stability, the envelope experiences a “quantum-induced” dispersion caused
by the fact that the classical (coherent-state) soliton is not an eigenstate of the system Hamiltonian. Furthermore,
established approximations for the physics of quantum Kerr solitons, such as time-dependent Hartree-Fock,85

suggest it may be possible to view the solitonic supermode as experiencing single-mode Kerr dynamics in phase
space, which would allow an initial coherent-state soliton to evolve into a non-classical state.24,86,87 As shown
in Fig. 2(E), our exact quantum simulations of this system using MPS indeed produces a highly non-classical
state with Wigner function negativities,88 a manifestation of coherent non-Gaussian dynamics. However, we find
structural derivations from pure Kerr dynamics in the phase-space portrait, as well as loss of purity due to the
entanglement of the soliton with higher-order supermodes. This refinement in our understanding of quantum
Kerr soliton dynamics could prove useful in harnessing these ultrafast coherent dynamics as high-bandwidth,
all-optical resources for quantum information and engineering.24

5. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Quantum models of broadband nonlinear-optical phenomena are inherently high-dimensional. With the advent
of new experimental capabilities for fabricating high-quality nanophotonic structures in materials such as lithium
niobate, and for performing quasi-phase matching and dispersion engineering to enable the use of ultrafast pump
and signal fields, we need to develop new theoretical approaches to deriving accurate reduced models that capture
the essential physics of such systems while facilitating intuitive conceptual analysis and device/system design.
There are indications that some core methods of traditional quantum optics, such as conventional input-output
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theory, may need to be generalized substantially to apply in the strong coupling regime of ultrafast nanophotonics.
Early explorations of quantum model reduction for ultrafast nanophotonics highlight a key role for dispersion
engineering and related phase-matching considerations in isolating small subsets of supermodes on which coherent
quantum dynamics occur. By pursuing a deeper understanding of both the generality and limitations of such
reduced models, we ultimately hope to identify core physical concepts and modeling methodologies to comprise
a “system-process-control” paradigm for quantum engineering on this burgeoning hardware platform.
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